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The OSD ACTD initiativi' was started in 1993. In contrast
ACTD programs
Thf' decision to

to

EEMIT and Packard

Early re.;;earch and development by
DARPA led to the design and fabri~
cation of the TACIT BLUE low
observable stealth aircraft. Most
notably. it was the first aircraft to
demonstrate a low radar cross sec~
tJon using curved surfaces, along
with a low probab!llty of Intercept
radar and data link. ,~ such, the
DARPA TACIT BLUE Program contributed directly to the development
of the B~Z Stealth Bomber so sue~
ce~c;_o:;fully deployed
the Air Force.
In the early 1970s a study by
DARPA. the Air Vehicle Observables workshop, brought to light the extent of the
vulnerab!lltles of U.S. aircraft and rheir on-board equipment to detection and
attack by our adversaries. After the successes of the DARPA HAVE BLUE Stealth
Fighter Program, DARPA initiated the TACIT BLUE Technology Demonstration
Program, an effort to demonstrate
that a low observable surveillance
aircraft with a low probability of
intercept radar and other sensors
could operate close to the forward
line of battle with a high degree of
survivability. TACIT BLUE flrst flew
In February 1982 and accumulated
135 flights over a three-year period.
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Other technologies addressed by
DARPA included the reduction of
radar cross section through a combinatjon of shaping to form a limited number of radar return spikes designed to be Jess detectable by ground-based
radar 11bsorbem matllrlctlti, infrared shielding, hllat dlss!patlon, mdue;tld
visual signatures, low·probability~of·lntercept (LPI) radar, active
cancel·
lation, and inlet shielding, exhaust cooling and shaping. and windshield coatings.
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STEALTH FIGHTER

Early efforts by DARPA led to
the development of the Air
Force F- 117 tactical fighter that
was so succP.ssful in rhe Desert
Storm operal:ion , tlying 1.27 1
sorties without a single aircraft

loss, succes..<;fully penetrating aJ r
defenses, and delivering 2,000
tons of ordhance to account for
some 40% of all targets with an
80%-85% hit rate.

;\ir Furce i' 117.
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In the early 1970s a study
by DARPA. the Air Vehicle
Observables workshop, brought
to light the extent of the vulnerab!lltles of U.S. aircraft and their
on-board equipment to dewctlon
and attack by our adversaries.
Based on rhe study and encouragement from Office of the
Secretary of Defense and others.
DARPA embarked on a program
to develop the technologies for
stealthy aircraft. Under a code-

ti<·vdopi'd

dt·nwnslraied

pnllotype, ti ll'

1/i\VE flUfF :wrrali.

word program. "HAVE BLUE."
rwo aircraft were built. nnd
first flight occurred successfully
in April 1977. Technologies
addressed by DNzyA included
the reducl:ion of radar cross sec• Rullonr The Jli\VF Hf UF~ ilirrrnlt.
l:ion through a combinal:ion of
shaping to form a limited number
of radar return spikes designed to be less detectable by gmund, based radars. radar
absorbent materials. infrared shielding, heat dissipation, reduced vL-;ual slgnatun:s.
low-probability·of-lntercept (LPD radar. active signature cancellation . and inlet
shielding. exhaust cooling and shaping, and windshield coatings.
In November 1978. the Air Force initiated a program for the F-117 based on the
HAVE BLUE demonstrations and the DARPA-developed technologies. First flight
of the F-117 was in June 1981 and the aircraft became operal:ional in October
1983. A mtal of 59 aircraft were built, and 36 were deployed to Saudi 1\rabia in
late 1990. from which they were highly successful in F-11 7 Nighthawks attacks

against high ·va lue Iraqi targets .
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DARPA program to
demonstrate; a
uitical
of the DARPA HAVE BLUE srmlrh demonstrator
of the 8~2 radar.
well
the DARPi\/Air Force TAC[T
BLUE surveillance radar. The successful demonstration that a radar useful for air
target detection could be built so
ro
undetectable
stare-ofthe~;ut radar
receivers is
ro future stealth aircraft programs.

prclgrilrn

rhat

would rnt'"'-'"''Yrllce<
used to track the aircraft. Several
were conducted, and a
DARPA program was initiated to attack the most difficult emitter, the aircraft
radar. The program
and prototype radar that

